Scientiﬁc Crossbow Test
by Jon Teater

W

icked Ridge has become a recognized crossbow line with products
in many pro shops and box stores.
It is a well-known subsidiary of TenPoint
Technologies. The crew at TenPoint is optimistic about this brand and felt that its latest
offering, the Invader G3, was a capable product that would fare well in the ArrowTrade
Magazine evaluation despite being much
lower in cost than TenPoint and Horton models tested recently.
The Wicked Ridge line is quite popular today but I will are glass reinforced nylon safety wings. The wings aid in proadmit I was surprised and a bit concerned when TenPoint tection of the fingers/hand against string contact, which is a
introduced it several years ago with the intention of using big plus at the range or in the field. The fore-grip also has a
foreign-made components to build crossbows to serve the cutout feature called the “pass-through”; this creates more
low and mid-price points. I was concerned TenPoint’s reputa- opportunity to lower the fingers and hand, resulting in less
tion would suffer. The owners decided after a relatively short opportunity for string contact.
time to use American-made components for Wicked Ridge
Speed has a tendency to be a major selling feature
models as it does for the parent TenPoint brand. Wicked Ridge and this model is faster than earlier designs from Wicked
models are assembled in the same Ohio plant and none of Ridge. It produces speeds well over 300 feet per second (fps).
my concerns proved justified. Wicked Ridge has become a Laboratory tests prove a 425 grain arrow can reach speeds of
rising source of revenue for TenPoint and has given TenPoint/ over 310 fps. Results with a lighter arrow are expected to reach
Wicked Ridge dealers a wider range of product prices.
advertised speeds of 330 fps. At the helm of the power system
TenPoint does not utilize all of the high-grade compo- are the 165 pound WL12 limbs, complemented by Energy
By Jon Teater
nents from its premium line in the Wicked Ridge crossbows; Wheel cams. Nothing is extremely flashy about either compobecause of this, the company
is able to create a more afford- nent; nonetheless, they are designed to get the job done. The
Wicked  Ridge®  has  become  a  
able product. Still, the
Wicked Ridge line includes some speed of this product may be appealing, especially to users
recognized  crossbow  en5ty,  with  
key high-grade components.
The Invader G3 includes a T2   interested in flatter projectile trajectories.
products  in  most  pro  shops  and  several
TenPoint makes a point to offer packages that are field
Trigger, DFI (Dryfiremajor  box  stores.  Wicked  Ridge  is  a  
Inhibitor) and TenPoint 3X Multi-Line
scope; each of these well-‐known  subsidiary  of  TenPoint  
is on various TenPoint models that cost ready in all three of its brands. At the onset, the product tested
over $1,000. In comparison,
the Wicked Ridge Invader G3 is here comes almost fully assembled. The Invader G3 is boreTechnologies,  and  for  some  reason  
sighted from the factory and produced almost spot-on results
designed to retail at $549.
their  crossbows  evaded  these  tests  
The Wicked Ridge line focuses its marketing campaign at the start of my initial testing. After you hold and interact
over  the  past  few  years.    Regardless,  
toward cost-conscious consumers. Models range from $399 with the product for a while, features begin to stand out. I am a
to upwards of $800. the  crew  at  TenPoint  is  op5mis5c  about  this  product  and  felt  that  their  latest  oﬀering-‐  Invader  
Those prices include crossbows, optics, fan of the Mossy Oak Treestand camouflage. The camouflage
G3™  is  a  capable  product  that  would  fare  well  in  the  ArrowTrade  Magazine  evalua5on.
quivers and arrows, creating
complete packages. Individuals is complemented with black accents on several components.

Crossbow Report: Wicked Ridge® Invader
G3™

that seek TenPoint quality that is available to low to mid-price The contrasting yet complementary colors provide a fieldThe  Wicked  Ridge  line  is  quite  popular  amongst  many  nowadays.    I  was  ini5ally  surprised  to  
ready look. The latest model includes the patented ACU-52,
point consumers should enjoy this great line.
learn  that  TenPoint  had  spun  oﬀ  a  company  several  years  back,  and  this  new  brand  would  exist  
colorful DynaFLIGHT strings and cables, a quiver and three
Introductionin  a  low  to  mid-‐price  quadrant.    In  fact,  I  felt  the  company’s  reputa5on  would  suﬀer  because  of  
The Invader G3 isthe  
a redesigned and improveddecision.  
version   
Yet  none
of the Invader HP. A
semi-   
of  that  
skeletal stock molded
with
PlastiComp Duplet is a critical component in the lightened design. In addition, the
Invader G3 is narrower than
other models, including the
Invader HP. Other important
features relate to product
safety. Above the fore-grip
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happened.    Wicked  Ridge  has  become  a  rising  source  of  revenue  for  TenPoint.    TenPoint  does  
not  u5lize  all  of  the  high-‐grade  components  from  its  premium  line;  because  of  this,  the  
company  is  able  to  create  a  more  aﬀordable  product.  With  that  said,  the  Wicked  Ridge  line  
includes  some  key,  high-‐grade  components.    The  Invader  G3  includes  the  T2™  Trigger,  DFI  (Dry-‐
Fire-‐Inhibitor)  and  TenPoint  3X  Mul5-‐Line™  scope;  each  of  these  are  on  various  TenPoint  models  
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The  crossbow  dimensions/weights  measured  out  of  the  box:  

20 inch carbon arrows.
The complete package
sells for a price of $549.
Wicked Ridge is trying
to prove that pound for
pound and dollar for
dollar, the Invader G3
is hard to beat.
The
crossbow The measurements include the ACU-52 mechanism, shown at below right, which adds approximately 11 ounces.
dimensions/weights Next,  the  crossbow  went  through  a  thorough  inspec5on.    The  review  focused  on  string/cables,  
measured out of the box appear at the top of this page.
of the test utilized a
eccentrics,  limb  and  limb  pockets,  rail,  stock,  bui  plate,  trigger  housing,  trigger  and  trigger  
Next, the crossbow went through a thorough inspection. Revere
Load-Cell
guard.    Ajer  a  thorough  review  of  the  Invader  G3,  I  found  several  blemishes  in  the  ﬁnish.    The  
The review focused on the string/cables, eccentrics, limb and controlled by a winch
limb pockets, rail, stock,safety  wings  had  several  marks,  likely  from  assembly.    Also  present  were  some  ﬁlm  dip  voids  on  
butt plate, trigger housing, trigger device; the load-cell
and trigger guard. After the  barrels  and  stock.      I  would  rate  this  product  average  in  the  workmanship  sec5on.      
a thorough review of the Invader G3, connected to the
I found several blemishes in the finish. The safety wings had crossbow with a cockThereajer,  I  put  the  product  through  a  75-‐100  shot  cycling  to  verify  func5onality.    Some  minor  
several marks, likely from
assembly. Also present were some ing aid. The crosstes5ng  is  performed,  but  the  focus  is  to  detect  any  issues  or  concerns  with  the  product  before  
film-dip voids on the barrels
and stock. I would rate this prod- bow was mounted in
star5ng  the  actual  performance  tes5ng.    The  Invader  G3  performed  well  in  this  segment.    No  
uct as average in the workmanship
section.
a shooting platform
Thereafter, I put themajor  diﬀerences  were  noted  from  the  start  to  the  ﬁnish.    I  would  note  that  the  cable  saver,  
product through a 75 to 100 shot that controlled any
cycling to verify functionality.
Some minor testing was per- movement that might have been experienced as draw-force
which  sits  within  the  barrel  required  lubricant.    I  recommend  that  users  apply  a  TenPoint  ﬂight  
formed but the focus was
to
detect
any issues or concerns curves were taken. The stored energy obtained from the drawrail  lubricant  in  this  area  to  reduce  fric5on  on  components.        Also,  note  that  addi5onal  TenPoint  
with the product before starting the actual performance test- force curve was used in conjunction with the speed measurerail  lubricant  should  be  considered.    One  applica5on  supports  up  to  75  shots  without  concern,  
ing. The Invader G3 performed well in this segment. No major ments to calculate dynamic efficiency.
but  it  is  likely  that  consumers  will  require  more  based  on  use.  
differences were noted from the start to the finish. I would
Speed per Inch of Power Stroke: Speed measurements
note that the cable saver, which sits within the barrel, required were taken with three projectiles. A Pact Chronograph XP and
The  crossbow  is  next  evaluated  on  the  ﬁve  criteria  outlined  below:  
lubricant. I recommend that users apply a TenPoint flight rail a Competition Electronics Pro-Chrono IR were set in tanlubricant in this area to reduce friction on the components. dem to record results. The average speed measurement was
Also, note that additional TenPoint rail lubricant should be divided by the power stroke to determine the speed per inch
izes  a  Revere  Load-‐Cell  controlled  by  a  winch  device;  the  
considered. One application supports up to 75 shots but it is of power stroke.
likely that consumers will require more based on how long the
Noise Output: Sound measurements were recorded
king  aid.    The  crossbow  is  mounted  in  a  shoo5ng  plaoorm  
crossbow sits between shooting sessions.
with three projectiles. The measurements were averaged
perienced  as  Force-‐Draw  curves  are  taken.      The  stored  
The crossbow was next evaluated on the five criteria out- and the sound meter was set to take measurements with the
s  used  in  conjunc5on  with  speed  measurements  to  
lined here:
A-weighted filter (which mimics the human ear).
Dynamic Efficiency: The dynamic efficiency portion
Trigger Force: The Trigger Force measurements were
recorded in pounds and averaged. An Imada Digital Force
Gauge was used to determine the peak trigger force.
Precision Measurements: This provided an indication of
how close groups were shot together when shot by hand from
a bench rest or another supportive device. Group size was
Detailed  Test  Results
calculated using extreme spread.

Dynamic  Eﬃciency:

Testing

Entry-level crossbows are not expected to produce results
The  dynamic  eﬃciency  por5on  of  the  test  u5lizes  a  Revere  Load-‐Cell  controlled  by  a  winch  device;  the  
that
are exceptional or even above average. Reviewing the
load-‐cell  connects  to  the  crossbow  with  a  cocking  aid.    The  crossbow  is  mounted  in  a  shoo5ng  plaoorm  
results
of this test, I see both average and above average scores
that  controls  any  movement  that  might  be  experienced  as  Force-‐Draw  curves  are  taken.      The  stored  
in the objective results. The dynamic efficiency results, conenergy  obtained  from  the  Force-‐Draw  curve,  is  used  in  conjunc5on  with  speed  measurements  to  
sidering the limb configuration and load as well as the cam
calculate  dynamic  eﬃciency.  
design, support expected results. The energy output, at over
300 fps, is respectable. The sound is not out of line considering the energy output, weight and componentry interaction
and design. The more exceptional feature is the product’s
shootability, which is somewhat exemplified in the precision
results. The precision testing revealed superb results and I
believe that the extreme spread measurements demonstrate
this product can hold its own with others that cost significantly more. Other features that cannot be measured but can
be assessed with human factors will be discussed later as part
of the field test.
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Speed/  Performance  Measurements:  

Speed  per  inch  of  Powerstroke:  

Speed  measur
The Invader G3 sports a 13.5 power stroke.
three  projec5
This power stroke is in the norm. The power
and  a  Compe5
stroke/speed measurement of the Invader G3
Chrono  IR  are
averages 22.1 fps per inch. To keep things in perresults.  The  av
spective, many entry-level products are not able
is  divided  by  t
to produce these speeds, considering the amount
of stored energy created. The user should also
determine  the
consider the energy output and the relationship
powerstroke.  
to arrow weight. It is normal for speed to degrade
as arrow weight increases. Another consideration is sound. healthy trigger profile will benefit the archer tremendously.
The noise output is higher than I would prefer but, as previ- The trigger weight is lower than advertised and this feature
benefited my shooting style.
ously mentioned, this was not unexpected. Factors such as
Noise  Output:
the componentry connection/interaction, the weight of the
components, the type of material used and how the energy
In The Field
Sound  measurements  were  recorded  with  three  projec5les.    The  
is dispersed through the system are all facets that affect the
Th
e
Invader
G3
performed
better than expected in the
measurements  were  averaged  and  the  sound  meter  was  set  to  take  
output. The last aspect I wish to discuss here is the trigger. measurements  with  the  A-‐weighted  ﬁlter  (which  mimics  the  human  ear).    
A field. Most of the products that go through rigorous testing by
me for ArrowTrade are flagship models.
These models typically price in the mid  
high to high price quadrant. The Invader
G3 does not fit in that price category.
However, this latest offering exhibited
results that will compete with
several
Trigger  Force:
of TenPoint’s more expensive models,
at least in downrange results.
The posiThe  Trigger  Force  
tive results of my field testing
link to
measurements  were  
the Invader G3’s core design,
combined
recorded  in  pounds  and  
with features that interacted
well with
averaged.      An  Imada  
my shooting style. The outcome
of this
Digital  Force  Gauge  is  
portion of the testing mirrored
what
was
used  to  determine  the  
experienced during the shooting phase
peak  Trigger  Force.
of the precision test.
BOWSTRING MATERIAL WITH SAFETY, STABILITY,
Human factors engineering primarSPEED, DURABILITY. RELY ON BCY
ily studies the relationship of physical
and psychological factors to devices that
BCY-X - The latest and best compound bowstring - tough, fast, no creep.
humans use. In order to strike a chord
452X - Still preferred by many top compound archers and bow companies for complete
with a shooter, factors such as product
stability.
balance, draw profile and weight, trigger
8125G - For higher arrow speed. The preferred bowstring for recurves.
profile and weight, distance and align8190 - Low creep, 100% toughest Dyneema. Compound or recurve.
ment of components, stock contours and
physical interaction of components play
Dynaflight 97 - The original Dyneema bowstring - very durable and safe. Use on mid
quality compounds and modern recurves. Also crossbows.
a vital role in “likability” and, as mentioned, shootability. The Invader G3 plays
B55 polyester is offered for traditional bows.
up many of those factors. The ergonomics
Whatever you’re looking for in a bowstring material, serving thread, or
of the stock design are superb. Rounded
bowstring accessories, BCY CAN HELP YOU.
contours on the grip near the trigger,
comb and fore-grip create essential
BCYFIBERS.COM
PHONE (USA): 860.632.7115
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Precision  Measurements:    

Provides  an  indica5on  of  how  close  groups  were  shot  together  when  shoo5ng
Layout: Stephen Libby | stephen@fourthwallgraphics.com
| 617.899.5611
6/1/15 4:46 PM
or  other  suppor5ve  device.    Extreme  spread  is  the  method  used  to  calculate  g
Client: BCY | bcyray@msn.com | 860.632.7115
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determine  the  speed  per  inch  of  
is  divided  by  the  powerstroke  to  
determine  the  speed  per  inch  of  
powerstroke.  

Precision  Measurements:    

powerstroke.  

Provides  an  indica5on  of  how  close  groups  were  shot  together  when  shoo5ng  by  hand  from  a  bench  rest  
or  other  suppor5ve  device.    Extreme  spread  is  the  method  used  to  calculate  group  size.  

Noise  Output:

Noise  Output:
Sound  measurements  were  recorded  with  three  projec5les.    The  

Sound  measurements  were  recorded  with  three  projec5les.    The  
measurements  were  averaged  and  the  sound  meter  was  set  to  take  
measurements  with  the  A-‐weighted  ﬁlter  (which  mimics  the  human  ear).    
measurements  were  averaged  and  the  sound  meter  was  set  to  take  
measurements  with  the  A-‐weighted  ﬁlter  (which  mimics  the  human  ear).    
  

Tes$ng:

Entry-‐level  crossbows  are  not  expected  to  produce  
  
results  that  are  excep5onal  or  even  above  average.    
Trigger  Force:
Reviewing  the  results  of  this  test,  I  see  both  average  
and  above  average  scores  as  it  relates  to  the  objec5ve  
The  Trigger  Force  
measurements  were  
Trigger  Force:
results.    The  dynamic  eﬃciency  results,  considering  the  
recorded  in  pounds  and  
limb  conﬁgura5on  and  load,  as  well  as  the  cam  design  
averaged.      An  Imada  
The  Trigger  Force  
Digital  Force  Gauge  is  
support  expected  results.    The  output  of  the  energy,  at  
measurements  were  
used  to  determine  the  
peak  Trigger  Force.
over  300  FPS  is  respectable.    The  sound  is  not  out  of  
recorded  in  pounds  and  
averaged.      An  Imada  
line  considering  the  energy  output,  weight  and  
Digital  Force  Gauge  is  
componentry  interac5on  and  design.    The  more  
used  to  determine  the  
excep5onal  feature  is  the  product’s  shootability,  which  
interaction for the hands and face. In fact, if you look at the
peak  Trigger  Force.
is  somewhat  exempliﬁed  in  the  precision  results.    The  
entire design, anywhere that the shooter physically interacts
with will likely have rounded edges. To amplify component
precision  results  reveal  superb  results,  and  I  believe  that  the  extreme  spread  measurements  
and human relationships, features such as checkering on the
demonstrate  this  product  can  hold  its  own  with  others  that  cost  signiﬁcantly  more.      Other  
stock and a pass-through fore-grip are incorporated, allowing
features  that  cannot  be  measured,  but  can  be  assessed  for  human  factors  will  be  discussed  later  
for better control. Additionally, the comb is not adjustable but
a  part  of  the  ﬁeld  test.      
its location in relation to the scope was perfect for my shooting style. Scope-eye interaction is essential and anything that

The  Invader  G3  sports  a  13.5  Power  Stroke.    The  Power  Stroke  is  in  the  norm.  The  Power  Stroke/
affects that relationship will likely affect results downrange.
Out of the box, the product only required a minor adjustSpeed  measurement  of  the  Invader  G3  average  22.1  FPS  per  inch.  To  keep  things  in  perspec5ve,  
Precision  Measurements:    
ment to the reticle for sharpness and no vignetting occurred
many  entry-‐level  products  are  not  able  to  produce  the  men5oned  speeds  considering  the  
Provides  an  indica5on  of  how  close  groups  were  shot  together  when  shoo5ng  by  hand  from  a  bench  rest  
amount  of  stored  energy  created.  The  user  should  also  consider  the  energy  output  and  the  
or  other  suppor5ve  device.    Extreme  spread  is  the  method  used  to  calculate  group  size.  
rela5onship  to  arrow  weight.    The  degrading  speed  as  weight  increases  is  normal.  Another  
considera5on  is  sound.  The  noise  output  is  higher  than  I  would  prefer,  but  as  previously  
men5oned  not  unexpected.  Factors  such  as  componentry  connec5on/interac5on,  weight  of  
components,  type  of  material  used,  how  the  energy  is  dispersed  through  the  system  are  all  
facets  that  aﬀect  the  output.  The  last  aspect  is  the  trigger.    A  healthy  trigger  proﬁle  will  beneﬁt  
Precision  Measurements:    
the  archery  tremendously.  The  trigger  weight  is  lower  than  adver5sed,  and  to  me  this  feature  
Provides  an  indica5on  of  how  close  groups  were  shot  together  when  shoo5ng  by  hand  from  a  bench  rest  
beneﬁted  my  shoo5ng  style.  
or  other  suppor5ve  device.    Extreme  spread  is  the  method  used  to  calculate  group  size.  

  In  The  Field:

The  Invader  G3  performed  beier  than  expected  in  the  ﬁeld.    Most  of  the  products  that  go  
through  the  rigorous  tes5ng  are  ﬂagship  models.    These  models  typically  price  in  the  mid-‐high  
to  high  price  quadrant.    The  Invader  G3  does  not  ﬁt  in  the  men5oned  price  category.    Although,  
this  latest  oﬀering  exhibited  results  that  will  compete  with  several  of  TenPoint’s  more  expensive  
models,  at  least  as  it  relates  to  downrange  results.    The  posi5ve  results  of  my  ﬁeld-‐tes5ng  link  to  
the  Invader  G3’s  core  design,  coupled  with  features  that  
interact  well  with  my  shoo5ng  style.    The  outcome  for  this  
por5on  of  tes5ng  mirrored  what  was  experienced  during  the  
shoo5ng  phase  of  the  precision  test.  

Human  factors  engineering  primarily  studies  the  interac5on  of  
physical  and  psychological  factors  to  devices,  which  humans  
use.    In  order  to  strike  a  chord  amongst  a  shooter,  factors  such  
as  product  balance,  draw  proﬁle  and  weight,  trigger  proﬁle  
and  weight,  distance  and  alignment  of  components,  stock  
contours,  and  physical  interac5on  of  components  play  a  vital  
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during firing on targets in the field. The design does allow for
some eye relief with the adjustable scope rail. This feature
permits the necessary adjustability needed for fine-tuning
and customization.
While shooting out of a treestand, I focus on three factors:
drawing, aiming and shooting. The Invader G3’s draw profile
does not feel overbearing while in the treestand and provides
let-off at full draw. The drawing sequence out of the treestand
is further improved because of the ACU-52. This easy-to-use
feature reduces draw weight by 50 percent. Once the crossbow is drawn, loading an arrow is made easier with the use of
the Omni-Nock. Although this feature increases ease of use,
the archer should continue to pay strict attention to arrow
indexing and string contact; trying to remain as consistent as
possible is essential for precision shooting. During each shot,
I tried to remain consistent in how I drew and contacted the
Invader G3. My hands had adequate control of the crossbow
and my face was comforted by the cheek piece. I focused
intently through the TenPoint scope on my perceived aiming point. After pushing off the safety, the user must squeeze
intently on the T2 trigger. The trigger is a big plus and one of
my most favored features. The TenPoint scope is fixed, with 3
power magnification that is adequate for an intended shooting range of 10 to 50 yards. The Multi-Line scope remained
clear each time I aimed at the downrange target. Groups at 40
yards could likely be even smaller than 1.5 inches for some,
depending on comfort and shooting aptitude.

Hot Features
The Invader G3 includes features that are present on other
more complex and expensive TenPoint models. Considering
the price of the crossbow, many facets seem “hot.” The highlighted technology features are almost always not the most
important aspects when it comes to shooting. In this case, I
would argue that the highlighted and underlined features do
play a role but several facets of this design stand out and make
the shooting experience better and memorable. The balance
and fit of the design are at the top of my list. The weight forward design, with a pivot point located near the fore-grip,
proved to be essential for shooting from a treestand or unsupported (offhand). The general ergonomics of the stock are the
backbone of the well-engineered design. These all support the
ease of use.
The ACU-52 is a familiar component, similar to the
ACUdraw 50 yet scaled for the Wicked Ridge line. The latest
design is lighter and holds the cocking clips and T-handle
tightly. Offering this feature with a price tag of under $550 is
impressive. Users will have less to carry in the field and be
able to easily draw the crossbow and retract the clips and
T-handle with little time wasted. This feature is unquestionably a key component and a must-have in the field.
The popular T2 trigger is employed on many TenPoint
models. Its incorporation into the Invader G3 is pleasing. The
draw-force curve of the trigger was very fitting to my shooting
style. The trigger measured lighter than expected; nevertheless, I felt the weight was comfortable after several shots. The
T2 pull cycle creates a linear weight load over an average
distance. At the point when the trigger
“breaks,” the shooter will notice a slightly
round release. I found the release to be
positive because it is predictable and not
abrupt. Sometimes, an abrupt or unexpected change can distract a shooter. This
feature is a key selling point of this latest
model.
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